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450 apartments enabled for Powerline in Hungary

The Ascom Powerline Customer 23Vnet Ltd. from Hungary installed in less than
story-buildings in the northern part of Budapest. 450 apartments are now co
products of Ascom.

“It is the first network of this kind in Hungary and we are very satisfied by the 
Mozes, Project Leader within 23Vnet. He also added, “We were very surprised 
Ascom’s technical team and get the necessary support from Switzerland to mak
in this short time”.
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The Indoor Master is located in the electricity room of each stairway. Up to 32 ac
with one Indoor Master and it is possible to further divide the stairway to cover a
Ascom supported 23Vnet Ltd. also in the planification process as there are sev
concepts for multi-apartment buildings that can be adapted in a very flexib
requirements.

It is foreseen that the same installation model could be applied to other multi-ten
Budapest, mainly in suburban areas. To enable broadband availability to such l
very optimistic to get government funding to further deployment of the Ascom Pow

After the mass rollout in Hong Kong, this is the second operator who is usin
broadband connection to apartments within multi-family buildings. Ascom is curr
several potential customers to realise similar projects in Europe as well a
installations targeted to take place in the first quarter of 2004.
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